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  . . With a lot of new features and the.ini extension added, it is an advanced editor that can handle characters, equipment, gold, inventory, weather, etc. It has a few extra features not found in the official save game editor (see details). More... An automatic save system for Kingdoms of Amalur. As for now it only works for the PC version, but it is a very good starting point for a similar addon for the
Xbox 360 version. If you are interested, send me a PM... More... A program that allows to change the Amalur gold currency to be a different currency. It is able to run in any version of Kingdoms of Amalur... More... The program is the first tool to allow players to exchange Amalur gold for Royal gold in the PC version of Kingdoms of Amalur. 0.71b Added a requirement to not modify the campaign.
Because of the way Amalur saves the game and handles windows 7, the addition of a campaign modification will not actually work and some research will have to be done on a new tool that can edit the campaigns. 0.71 It's time to add some new features and a more friendly interface to the program. -Added a name for each tool that can be added to the toolbox, so users can know what the tool is for.
-Added a new tab for toolboxes to allow for better organization. -The button to close the program now displays a checkbox to let users quit the program. -Added a toolbox list that will allow users to see the toolboxes that can be added to the toolbox. -Added a search toolbox. -Added an options screen that allows users to set the amount of units a toolbox can hold and the different types of the toolbox.
-Added toolbox list that will allow users to edit, delete, and add toolboxes to the program. -Added a reorder button to the list of toolboxes. 0.6 Added a new interface. It makes it easier for users to see what the toolbox is and what the tool is for. - Added some features to the program that will allow users to use the new options in the Options screen. - Added a load button to the toolboxes, this will allow

the user to load a different version of the program and change the options without starting the program again. - Added a 82157476af
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